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Athena Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 256 pages. Dimensions: 7.8in. x 5.0in. x
0.8in.After supporting an innocent man on Death Row in Texas for eight years and finally watching
him be put to death, I felt compelled to write this book. The book begins with a description of
Richards childhood and adolescence and shows how he became unwittingly involved in a crime
through his sister and her drug dealer boyfriend. He was then arrested, falsely accused of capital
murder and sentenced to death. The real murderer is still alive and free to this day. As I was given
information and access to the post-conviction appeals made by Richards lawyers, I was able to give
details of the crime, the trial and the serious flaws and errors, which were made during the whole
process. There are descriptions of the years Richard spent on Death Row plus extracts from some of
his letters. The years between 1993 and 1995 were extremely stressful as we had to survive four
execution dates during that time. The hopes, disappointments, uncetainty and anguish are
depicted in this part of the book. There are accounts of the visits, which my husband and I made to
Death...
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It in a single of my personal favorite ebook. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am e ortlessly will get a satisfaction of
reading a published ebook.
-- Ms. Lavada Krajcik-- Ms. Lavada Krajcik

Comprehensive guideline for book lovers. It can be filled with knowledge and wisdom I realized this publication from my dad and i suggested this pdf to
find out.
-- Ted Schumm-- Ted Schumm
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